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the distribution of the species which have speciatecl with in that area. Among the 

plants宮rowing in the area shown in Fig. 21-B, those who have adapted to the Japan 

Sea side of Honshu form the typical Japan Sea elements shown in Fig. 21-C. 

b) Ther巴 are the Japan Sea elements derived from the species whose distribution 

is in the western Honshu extending further north along the Japan Sea side and to 

the central part in the Pacific side. Some species belonging to the pattern shown in 

Fig. 27-B is considered to be derived from those in Fig. 22 A. The typical Japan 

Sea elements seem to be resulted from the differentiation in both the areas in the 

Japan Sea side and in the Pacific side. Some included in the pattern in Fig. 22 C 

may be derived from those in Fig. 22-A. Among the species growing in the area 

shown in Fig. 22-A, the plants in Hokuriku district along the Japan Sea have 

adapted there and differentiated into their own species forming the typical Japan 

Sea elements as shown in Fig. 22-C. The remaining plants take their areas along 

the Pacific side in central Honshu as shown in Fig. 22四C仁

c) Some of the Japan Sea elements seem to have been derived from the species 

widely distributed in Japan, Hokkaido, Honshu, Shikoku and Kyushu (Fig. 23-A). 

Some species in Fig. 23-B may be derived from those in Fig. 23-A. It means 

that some of the plants growing in the Japan Sea side throughout Japan have 

evolved to adapt to the snowy habitat, resulting the Japan S.ea elements with the 

distribution shown in Fig. 23-B. A few members in Fig. 23-C is better consid

ered as to b巴the derivatives transformed from those in Fig. 23-A. It is obvious that 

some Hokuriku plants formerly belonging to the wide distributed species have 

evolved in the restricted region to adapt to the heavy snows there forming the Japan 

Sea elements shown in Fig. 23-C. 
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